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Abstract:

Background: Creatine kinase (CK) is a blood marker used to assess muscle damage and overtraining. A simple model was developed to assess the effectiveness of various weight training programs. The model assumes that every weight training session has an additive effect on CK levels.

Materials and Methods: A subject trained the chest, and then measured the CK response over the baseline for a few days. To confirm the additive effect of training on CK levels, the CK levels were also measured after the back training following one to three days of chest training. The model was applied to typical weight training programs of two to four sessions per week.

Results: The results confirmed the validity of the model and its simplified assumptions. Application of the model showed that the CK levels can remain elevated depending on the training frequency. Thus, attention should be paid to the recovery days in order to keep CK within acceptable ranges.

Conclusion: The simplified CK model can be used to estimate the CK levels of weight training programs. Keeping the CK levels at appropriate levels will not only avoid overtraining, but may optimize recovery and improve performance.
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I. Introduction

Nowadays weight training is a common activity to increase strength and muscle mass. One of the most important principles of weight training is the progressive overload. For best results every workout has to be more challenging than the previous one, but within the tolerance of the athlete, and the recovery must be completed before the next workout. Challenging workouts can result in muscle tissue damage, accompanied by release of enzymes such as creatine kinase (CK). After damaging exercise, CK, from typical base levels below 200 U/L, peaks after three or more days at values >5,000 U/L. CK returns to base levels after one week or even longer. CK monitoring is common as an index of muscle damage and/or overtraining. Small increases of serum CK levels arising from normal physical exercise may be a consequence of normal metabolic activity rather than representative of physical damage to muscle. So, it has also been suggested that CK could be used as an index of proper recovery and even optimized training. However, the research in this direction is limited. After (non-damaging) weight training, serum CK increases and peaks after one to three days at levels <1000 U/L for normal responders. CK levels depend on age, gender, race, genetic characteristics, training status, and physical activity. The CK response to exercise for high responders can exceed 2000 U/L. A review of long term studies with trained subjects found that only CK levels <500 U/L were positively correlated with performance improvements, while decreased performance was noticed with CK levels >550 U/L.

Based on this background, one could assess a training program by monitoring the CK levels, before reaching the end of the program. Periodically checking the CK levels is a strategy being followed in sports, but mainly to avoid overtraining. For weight lifting, avoiding overtraining is very important, but following an optimized program is the main objective. In addition to the regular strength increases, periodic CK measurements would help in this direction. However, a more structured approach with less blood exams involved will have better results and will be more applicable to non-competitive trainees and athletes. Modeling of the CK response is limited today and is focused on horses or heart attacks.

Objective of this study is to develop a simple model to estimate the CK levels of various non-damaging weight training programs. The weekly average, minimum and maximum estimated CK levels can be compared to lower and maximum CK levels found in the literature for overtraining or for improved performance respectively. This way one can predict the potential effectiveness of a training program.
II. Model

Figure 1 summarizes the model with an example. The model assumes that every weight training session increases the CK levels, they peak after one to three days and then they gradually return to baseline levels. The increases of the CK for each weight training session are additive, even if the CK levels have not returned to the baseline. The simplification of the model is that the CK response does not need to be fitted to complex equations, but the subject’s measured data can be used as future responses of the training sessions. Another assumption is that each training session results in similar CK responses. This assumption is probably valid for trained individuals, but not for untrained or for unaccustomed exercise. Thus, application of this model to beginners requires at least one month of gradual progressive weight training in order to achieve repeatable CK responses. Typical weight training programs split the body in different parts, thus, the CK responses could be different for different body parts (and different training days). In this case, the simplification of similar CK responses may not be valid and CK measurements for each training day (body parts) would be needed.

Although the CK increase after weight lifting is well known, the influence of a second training session before CK levels restoration is not clear. Thus, the assumption that the effect of each weight training is additive, needs to be experimentally evaluated. The assumptions will be discussed in the “Discussion” section.

Figure 1: Explanation of the theoretical CK model. Diamonds indicate weight training sessions. Training (day 2) increases serum CK levels, which will restore to base levels after some days. A second training session (day 9) will have a similar CK response. A training session before CK restoration (day 11) will further increase the CK levels.

III. Materials and Methods

The model was validated with the author’s CK data in the period 2019 to 2020. Only the data that followed similar training program were used. Then model was applied to assess the training program for the specific subject. Furthermore, data from the literature were used to assess the effectiveness of whole body programs (i.e. no body split). Details follow.

Single Subject Data

The subject followed for a few months a program that typically split the body in three parts: (1) chest and triceps; (2) back, biceps and side deltoids; (3) legs (Table 1). Each muscle group was trained with one exercise. The first two sets were done with a weight that resulted in muscular failure with approximately 6RM (repetitions maximum) and for the next three sets the weight was decreased to 12RM. The training frequency was five to seven days.

Table 1: Training program. Body was split in three parts. Number of sets to failure are also shown. Asterisk * indicates that the desired number of repetitions could not be achieved.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(1) Chest and triceps</th>
<th>(2) Back, biceps and deltoids</th>
<th>(3) Legs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bench press</strong> x5:</td>
<td><strong>Barbell row</strong> x5:</td>
<td><strong>Squat</strong> x5:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6RM, 6RM*, 12RM, 12RM*, 12RM*</td>
<td>6RM, 6RM*, 12RM, 12RM*, 12RM*</td>
<td>6RM, 6RM*, 12RM, 12RM*, 12RM*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Triceps extensions</strong> x3:</td>
<td><strong>Dumbbell curls</strong> x3:</td>
<td><strong>Calf raises</strong> x5:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6RM, 12RM, 12RM*</td>
<td>6RM, 12RM, 12RM*</td>
<td>6RM, 6RM*, 12RM, 12RM*, 12RM*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Side raises</strong> x3:</td>
<td><strong>Side raises</strong> x3:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6RM, 12RM, 12RM*</td>
<td>6RM, 12RM, 12RM*</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The CK values were based on blood exams one to six days after the last training session (usually chest or back). Depending on the training frequency the back training was done one to three days after the chest training and this could influence the CK levels measured after the back training. The blood was analyzed in various medical centers.

**Literature Data**

A recent literature review summarized the CK responses of trained and untrained subjects for different muscle groups. For simplicity, only the average CK response after whole body exercising of trained subjects was used as input to the model (Figure 2). The same review concluded that for trained subjects the CK levels should be <550 U/L in order to ensure that the performance will not decrease.

**IV. Results**

Initially the CK model is validated with experimental data: (i) CK response to a single weight training session; (ii) validity of the additive effect of each weight training session on CK levels. Then the model is applied to assess different weight training frequencies and training programs for the specific subject or for the average CK response found in the literature for whole body training (Figure 2).

**CK Model Validation**

Figure 3 (left panel) plots the measured CK values after one to six days of a chest and triceps training. After the first day the CK was elevated (330 U/L) and then gradually returned to base levels. This response can be approximated with logarithmic or exponential functions. Alternatively, the actual measurements can be considered for future responses to exercise, because more details (e.g. CK between days) are not needed.

The CK response was modeled for two cases (Figure 3, right panel): Back, biceps and deltoids training immediately after chest and triceps training (Figure 3, right panel, red line) or after three days (Figure 3, right panel, green line). The influence of the back, biceps and deltoids training was assumed to have the same magnitude on CK as the chest and triceps training and was added to the already elevated CK values (due to the previous chest and triceps training). The available CK data for the continuous (squares) and after three days (triangles) training fit nicely to the theoretical curves. These results confirm that, for the specific program and subject, the chest and triceps training had similar effect as the back, biceps and deltoids training. Even more importantly, they confirmed that the CK release from the subsequent training can be added to the actual (elevated) CK levels.

**CK Model Application**

At a next step the CK model was applied to estimate the CK levels of the specific subject with 3 times or 4 times per week training of the program of Table 1 (i.e. training frequency every seven or five days respectively). Figure 4 (upper panel) plots the CK results for three times per week training. The CK increases the day after training, then drops and further increases with the next training. During the week CK ranges between 260 and 473 U/L with a mean value of 363 U/L. It drops to 260 U/L only on the second rest day at the end of each week. With four times per week training Figure 4 (lower panel) the CK levels range between 326 and 540 U/L with an average weekly value of 436 U/L.
The CK model was also applied to typical CK response of whole body exercising for trained subjects, based on the input of Figure 2 (left panel). With two times per week training the weekly average CK levels are 456 U/L, ranging from 304 to 557 U/L (Figure 5, upper panel). With three times per week training the weekly average CK levels are 603 U/L, ranging from 484 to 682 U/L (Figure 5, lower panel).

**Figure 3:** Left panel: CK value after chest and triceps training (circles). The dotted line shows the logarithmic fit. Right panel: Application of the model (i.e. using the CK response of the left panel) for every training: Back, biceps and deltoids training immediately after chest and triceps training or after three days. The squares are CK measured values after the back training following the chest training. Triangles are CK measured values after the back training following three days after the chest training.

**Figure 4:** CK levels with three (upper panel) or four (lower panel) times per week training (Table 1) of the subject with CK response as in Figure 3 (left panel). Diamonds indicate weight training days.
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This study presented a CK model to assess the effectiveness of weight training programs. The main assumptions were:
1. Each weight training session increases the serum CK levels for a few days.
2. The increases are similar for subsequent training sessions of the same or other muscle groups.
3. The increases are additive, even if the CK levels are still elevated from a previous training.

Regarding the first assumption, it is well known that weight lifting can increase the serum CK levels\(^2,7\). Typically, CK peaks after one to three days and then returns to base levels in less than one week. The curve is highly variable and big differences can be seen between different subjects, even for the same program\(^2,45\). Thus, for the application of this model it is necessary to take CK measurements daily for at least three days after a weight training session. This way an accurate CK response curve can be determined. The CK increases (i.e. CK levels minus base levels) do not need to be modelled: the specific measured values can be used for the model application. This is one of the model simplifications. Another one is that the same CK increases can be assumed for subsequent training sessions. This is reasonable for trained subjects. It is not valid for unaccustomed exercise or untrained subjects. The initial CK response is very high and it diminishes at subsequent bouts of exercise (repeated bout effect)\(^{46}\). Thus, before the blood exams, at least one month of the specific weight training program should have been followed. Split programs need special attention. The CK response after a chest day may not be the same after back or legs training, especially for sedentary subjects\(^{47,48}\). Nevertheless, in order to minimize the necessary blood exams, it can be assumed that the response will be the same\(^{49}\). This can be valid if the body is split in “equal” parts and the intensity and volume of training is similar for each training day\(^{50,51}\). If there are doubts, separate CK measurements should be conducted after each training split.

The last simplification (i.e. that CK response is additive) deserves more discussion. Many studies showed that after damaging eccentric exercise protocols any subsequent training had no effect on the CK response curve during the recovery period\(^2,36\). In this study it was shown that fora second (non-damaging) training of another muscle group the CK levels are additive and thus the assumption is valid. There are a few studies that their findings indirectly support this assumption\(^{57,58}\).

The model can be used to estimate easily CK levels over weeks of a training program. This information is useful in order to understand the CK values of blood exams during a training program. It was shown that the weekly range can be wide and consequently, the day of the blood sample is important. The model can also be.

Figure 5: CK levels with two (upper panel) or three (lower panel) times per week whole body training for trained individuals based on Figure 2 (left panel). Diamonds indicate weight training days.

V. Discussion

This study presented a CK model to assess the effectiveness of weight training programs. The main assumptions were:
1. Each weight training session increases the serum CK levels for a few days.
2. The increases are similar for subsequent training sessions of the same or other muscle groups.
3. The increases are additive, even if the CK levels are still elevated from a previous training.

Regarding the first assumption, it is well known that weight lifting can increase the serum CK levels\(^2,7\). Typically, CK peaks after one to three days and then returns to base levels in less than one week. The curve is highly variable and big differences can be seen between different subjects, even for the same program\(^2,45\). Thus, for the application of this model it is necessary to take CK measurements daily for at least three days after a weight training session. This way an accurate CK response curve can be determined. The CK increases (i.e. CK levels minus base levels) do not need to be modelled: the specific measured values can be used for the model application. This is one of the model simplifications. Another one is that the same CK increases can be assumed for subsequent training sessions. This is reasonable for trained subjects. It is not valid for unaccustomed exercise or untrained subjects. The initial CK response is very high and it diminishes at subsequent bouts of exercise (repeated bout effect)\(^{46}\). Thus, before the blood exams, at least one month of the specific weight training program should have been followed. Split programs need special attention. The CK response after a chest day may not be the same after back or legs training, especially for sedentary subjects\(^{47,48}\). Nevertheless, in order to minimize the necessary blood exams, it can be assumed that the response will be the same\(^{49}\). This can be valid if the body is split in “equal” parts and the intensity and volume of training is similar for each training day\(^{50,51}\). If there are doubts, separate CK measurements should be conducted after each training split.

The last simplification (i.e. that CK response is additive) deserves more discussion. Many studies showed that after damaging eccentric exercise protocols any subsequent training had no effect on the CK response curve during the recovery period\(^2,36\). In this study it was shown that fora second (non-damaging) training of another muscle group the CK levels are additive and thus the assumption is valid. There are a few studies that their findings indirectly support this assumption\(^{57,58}\).

The model can be used to estimate easily CK levels over weeks of a training program. This information is useful in order to understand the CK values of blood exams during a training program. It was shown that the weekly range can be wide and consequently, the day of the blood sample is important. The model can also be.
used to estimate the optimal training frequency. Even the first blood exams give an indication of the recovery rate, different training frequencies will result in different weekly CK levels. Application of the model can show whether the CK levels remain elevated or not and for how long.

The interpretation of the CK values is challenging. Although there are guidelines for muscle damage (i.e. CK >5000)\(^3\) acceptable values for overtraining have not been established. For some sports there are some limits which could indicate overtraining or higher risk of injury\(^5,8\). Limits for optimum weight training are not existent. Based on a recent review CK values >550 U/L may result in decreased performance\(^7\). Based on the studies of that review improved performance is expected for CK levels around 350 U/L (Figure 2).

Table 2 summarizes the findings of that review\(^7\) and how the CK levels (measured or estimated from the model) of this study could be interpreted. The 3-way split with three or four times per week training sessions would probably result in improvements as the max values are below 550 U/L. However, the mean CK value of the four times per week program is on the high end, and periods of rest may be useful every few months. The whole body training twice per week seems also to result in acceptable CK levels. The three times per week whole body training seems quite taxing and might result in stagnation after a few weeks of training. It should be emphasized that these values are first average approximations and individual responses vary. It is very important that the actual progress is monitored. In combination with actual CK values, it will be also possible to assess future programs, i.e. how one responds to specific CK levels.

Table 2: Mean, min and max CK values as estimated for various training programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CK values</th>
<th>Overtraining</th>
<th>Improved performance</th>
<th>3-way split 3 times per week</th>
<th>3-way split 3 times per week</th>
<th>Whole body 2 times per week</th>
<th>Whole body 3 times per week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Figure 2</td>
<td>Figure 2</td>
<td>Figure 4 (upper)</td>
<td>Figure 4 (lower)</td>
<td>Figure 5 (upper)</td>
<td>Figure 5 (lower)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>756</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>436</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>603</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>326</td>
<td>304</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>507</td>
<td>473</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>557</td>
<td>682</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VI. Conclusions

A simple creatine kinase (CK) model was developed to assess weight training programs. The model increases the CK levels after each weight training session. The increases are additive for each subsequent session. The response curve is based on measured data (data from the literature can also be used). Experimental data confirmed the main assumptions that (i) the responses are similar for each training session, and (ii) the responses are additive for non-damaging exercise. Application of the model for split or whole body programs estimated CK levels with weekly average values between 260 and 484 U/L, and peak concentrations between 473 and 682 U/L. Comparison of these values with average and peak CK levels of studies that resulted in performance improvements (317 and 507 U/L respectively) or overtraining (>542 U/L) may be used to assess the potential effectiveness (or not) of the programs.
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